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Présentation 
Foreword 

La revue Cinétismes (ISSN-L2791-2973/E-ISSN-2791-2981) est une revue internationale et 
pluridisciplinaire en ligne (http://www.revue-cinetismes.com/). 

Sa vocation est de rapporter des publications originales sur le langage en rapport avec les 
domaines des humanités, qu’elles couvrent les lettres, les sciences humaines ou sociales, du 
moins une partie, ou qu’elles soient numériques. Bilingue, elle accepte des contributions 
d’expression anglaise et française. Bisemestrielle, elle paraît deux fois par an, en février et en 
septembre, avec la possibilité d’avoir éventuellement 02 numéros spéciaux par thématiques. 

Le cinétisme est un concept de la psychomécanique (ou psychosystématique) du langage de 
Gustave Guillaume. Il procède de l’idée d’un dynamisme de création naturellement présent 
dans l'esprit humain et qui détermine sa capacité à concevoir des images plus ou moins achevées 
des faits de langue. Le cinétisme nous introduit à la connaissance profonde d'un objet, cet objet 
fut-il le temps. 

Par la pluralisation, Cinétismes, nous en ouvrons le champ des possibles, avec pour idéal de 
créer des ponts : 1. au plan disciplinaire entre les sciences du langage avec d’autres sciences 
connexes apparemment opposées ; 2. sur le plan de la coopération Sud-Sud, entre les chercheurs 
du continent africain entre eux et entre eux avec ceux hors du continent dans le cadre d’une 
coopération Nord-Sud gagnant-gagnant; et 3. sur le plan du développement durable, pour 
donner une tribune d’expression, d’expérimentation et de visibilisation des travaux 
scientifiques originaux et de leurs résultats de ces travaux sur le Continent ou ailleurs, qu’il 
s’agisse d’autrices et d’auteurs confirmé.e.s ou de chercheuses et chercheurs débutant. 

Cinétismes rime donc avec émulation, mise en application, diffusion de la recherche et des 
savoirs locaux et coopération équilatérale. Les cinétismes matérialisent des trajectoires, 
présentent le degré de pénétration de l’unité linguistique à travers diverses recherches et 
sciences connexes. L’organisation interne de la revue permet de satisfaire les normes du peer-
review et est en open access, ce qui lui permet de prétendre à un classement international.  

Le prochain appel thématique est en cours. Il s’intitule « CHOIX DE LANGUES, LANGUES 
CHOISIES. PLAIDOYER EN FAVEUR D’UN DÉVELOPPEMENT DURABLE DES 
LANGUES NATIONALES / CHOICE OF LANGUAGES, CHOSEN TONGUES. ADVOCACY 
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL LANGUAGES ». Le terme des 
soumissions est fixé au 1er août 2023 et le numéro est à paraître au 05 septembre 2023, pour le 
tome 1, et au 15 février 2024 pour le tome 2. Quant au numéro varia, il fait l’objet d’un appel 
permanent. 

La revue est dotée de trois (03) instances :  

1. le Comité de Rédaction qui définit la ligne éditoriale rassemble les compétences à la 
fois scientifiques et organisationnelles nécessaires à la réalisation de la revue et à 
l’application de la politique éditoriale, des règles  de sélection et du rythme de 
publication. Il définit les sommaires, assure l’équilibre thématique de la revue, 
programme les numéros spéciaux thématiques. 

http://www.revue-cinetismes.com/
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Le Secrétariat technique de rédaction est directement rattaché au Comité de Rédaction 
et intégré à la communauté scientifique : il réceptionne et enregistre les contributions, 
organise les réunions des membres de la rédaction, assure les tâches matérielles de 
circulation des manuscrits pour les expertises, entretient les relations avec les auteurs, 
prépare les textes, vérifie les bibliographies, suit les étapes de fabrication, relit et 
corrige ; 

2. le Comité de Lecture constitué en instance ou en permanence en fonction des 
thématiques traitées est composé d’universitaires et de chercheurs, d’experts 
multidisciplinaires intervenant comme lecteurs invités pour évaluer les articles avant 
publication. Accepté pour publication en l’état, acceptée pour publication après 
révisions mineures, acceptée pour publication après modifications majeures (y compris 
refonte du texte), refusé pour publication sont autant d’avis que peut émettre un expert, 
spécialiste reconnu d’un champ, après lecture critique d’un manuscrit. La nouveauté des 
résultats, l’intérêt de l’hypothèse, la qualité de la démonstration, la force de l’appareil 
critique, la clarté des illustrations sont autant de critères d’évaluation en faveur d’une 
publication. Comme pour toutes les revues à Comité de Lecture deux expertises par 
manuscrit, voire une troisième en cas d’avis contradictoire, souvent assuré 
anonymement, sont requises ; 

3. le Comité scientifique constitué d’experts reconnus au-delà de la caution scientifique 
qu’ils apportent à la discipline.  

*** 

Ce deuxième numéro à thèmes libres (varia) s’organise autour de deux dossiers : un dossier 
réservé aux articles et un autre réservé aux notes de lecture. 

Pour les dossiers d’articles, 10 contributions ont été retenues. Parmi ces contributions, 01 est le 
fruit d’un travail collaboratif d’un doctorant et d’une chercheuse confirmée. Les 09 autres sont 
le fruit des recherches d’auteurs confirmés :  

(1) Akono Martin Brice analyse L’impératif, entre profil discursif et chronothèses 
guillaumiennes dans le but de démontrer que celui-ci est également un mode de 
discours à partir de l’observation de son usage dans les pièces dramatiques. Sur la base 
de l’hypothèse que l’usage qu’en font les dramaturges n’est pas exclusif au discours, 
il parvient au résultat que l’impératif peut relever aussi bien du discours que de la 
pensée. Sa démarche résolument mixte allie analyse statistique et analyse 
psychomécanique des différents profils verbaux dudit temps dans la pièce dramatique 
camerounaise, Trois prétendants, un mari, de Guillaume Oyono Mbia.  

(2) Balla Mustafa Idriss, dans une seconde contribution (Symbolism in Chinua Achebe 
Writings), s’interroge sur les caractéristiques du style d’écriture de Chinua Achebe, 
pour mettre en relief son symbolisme. Il postule pour finir que le symbolisme utilisé 
par l’auteur lui permet d’ouvrir les portes du sens individuel et collectif et conclut que 
les signes et les symboles sont des concepts importants pour comprendre sa littérature, 
mais également toute littérature africaine.  

(3) Ebelechukwu Eucharia Iruka (Waisting an despised souls in Aminata Sow Fall’s 
Douceur du Bercail) met en lumière les expériences amères de la migration dans 
Douceurs du Bercail (1998) d'Aminata Sow Fall, notamment la situation critique des 
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femmes migrantes sur lesquelles elle met l’accent, en adoptant la théorie de l'action 
sociale de Max Weber (1978) au bout de laquelle elle pointe du doigt la responsabilité 
des gouvernements. 

(4) Fingoue Claude Bernard procède à une Analyse énonciative d’un discours présidentiel 
(Paul Biya, 10 septembre 2019), grâce aux pistes de recherche sur l’énonciation 
édictées par E. Benveniste et l’apport de la lexicométrie en analyse du discours, il 
ressort la portée pragmatique de cet art de la parole publique. 

(5) Manga Marie et Abe Atangana (Langue de socialisation primaire et communication 
intergénérationnelle, cas des villes de Yaoundé et Soa (Cameroun)), interroge le 
phénomène de la socialisation langagière et son impact sur les interactions 
intergénérationnelles, sur la base de données et d’études expérimentales, et en arrivent 
à la conclusion que la négligence ou la non-initiation des jeunes à leur langue 
maternelle est un des facteurs déterminants de l’échec à la socialisation langagière 
intergénérationnelle.  

(6) Nkoua Essondjo Mike Hans Emmanuel, dans sa contribution intitulée L’attachement 
dans la scolarisation des jeunes enfants déplacés internes au Cameroun : enjeux et 
impact, analyse les troubles d’affectivité sur la scolarisation des écoliers vivant hors 
du cadre familial originel pour ressortir l’impact des suppléants familiaux sur leur 
socialisation, dans le cadre d’analyses psychosociologique et au au regard des enjeux 
et obligations qui incombent auxdits suppléants.   

(7) Oyeka Chiamaka Ngozi, nous ramenant au sexisme dans l’anthropologie africaine (An 
anthropolinguistic perspective to bride-wealth discourse among the Ibo of Nigeria), 
propose d'étudier le discours sur la dot par la classe masculine chez les Ibos du Nigeria, 
à partir d’observations in situ, pour en ressortir la tendance/les modalités ainsi que les 
représentations sur la valeur matérielle de la mariée. 

(8) Rakotomalala Jean Robert (Intelligibilité et mémorisation dans le langage) remet en 
question le postulat linguistique de la mémorisation binaire, notamment celle qui veut 
que la langue fonctionne sur un système de différences et d’opposition, et explorer le 
rapport du langage à la mémoire dans ce que Donald appelle le stade mythique de 
l’humanité, c’est-à-dire dans la cadre d’une temporalité ouverte, cela dans une 
perspective pragma réflexive.  

(9) Takam Omer (Une analyse stylistique du poème « Dénonciation civique » de René 
Philombe) pose en problème l’avidité de l’humain, qu’il anathémise au prisme de 
l’approche stylistique, dans le but d’en fait voir les modalités ou la configuration 
particulière de l’égoïsme dans l’esprit du texte étudié. 

(10) Enfin, Cissé Mohamadou Hassane (Le statut sémiotique de la figure de la femme dans 
l’espace cinématographique africain. Cas de Timbuktu (2014) de Abderrahmane Sissako, de 
Sia, le rêve du python (2001), de Dani Kouyaté, et Guimba, un tyran, une époque (1995), de 
Cheick Oumar Sissoko) propose une analyse sémiotique de la figure de la femme, telle qu’elle 
est configurée dans les films de fiction Sia, le rêve du python (2001), de Dani Kouyaté, 
Timbuktu (2014), de Abderrahmane Sissako et Guimba, un tyran, une époque (1995) de 
Cheick Oumar Sissoko en vue de mettre en lumière les motivations de la création et la mise 
en discours de ce personnage dans l’espace filmique. 

Pour le dossier de lectures, une note est parvenue à la rédaction.  
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(11) Kone Drissa rend compte de l’ouvrage qui s’intitule Intellectuels non europhones de 
l’universitaire sénégalais Ousmane Kane. C’est un document de travail paru en 2003 
à Dakar aux éditions CODESRIA qui comporte 71 pages, pour lequel le lecteur du 
jour donne sa critique, ouvrage qu’il qualifie de « synthèse brillante de l’islam 
intellectuel et militant en Afrique subsaharienne ». 

Le numéro se termine par l’argumentaire du prochain appel suivi des recommandations 
d’écriture aux auteurs et autrices. 

La revue est en accès libre et les articles de ce numéro sont téléchargeables gratuitement à partir 
du titre sur le site de la revue, à la même adresse : https://www.revue-cinetismes.com/  

Pour toute remarque, commentaire ou proposition éditoriale, n’hésitez pas à nous écrire à 
revuecinetismes@gmail.com.  

 

Bonne lecture ! 

 

Faty-Myriam Mandou A., rédactrice en chef. 

  

https://www.revue-cinetismes.com/
mailto:revuecinetismes@gmail.com
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An anthropolinguistic perspective to bride-wealth discourse among the Igbo 
of Nigeria 
 

Oyeka, Chiamaka Ngozi1 

 
Abstract 
Some feminists argue that the payment of bride-wealth in marriage reduces married women to pieces of 
commodities that are sold in the market. On the other hand, some married men retort, “nwaanyị m ji ego m nụta’ 
(a woman I married with my money) in the face of a minor provocation. The attitude of both sexes on bride-wealth 
is the motivation for this study which sets out to investigate the trend of discourse on payment of bride-wealth 
between the families of a maiden about to be given out in marriage and that of the groom seeking for her hand in 
marriage, with a view to finding out the major people involved in the interaction, the reason(s) behind the payment 
of the bride-wealth, the bride-wealth paid for different categories of women, and the difference between the 
payment of bride-wealth in time past and at present. Five towns in Idemili and Nnewi Local Government Areas, 
both in Anambra State were purposively chosen for the research. Mixed method was used to source data. Findings 
reveal that very close relations from the families of the bride and groom to-be, are involved in the discourse. Sticks 
with tags representing some amount of money are used in the negotiation. The sticks are kept on the ground so 
that the ancestral spirits will be witnesses to the negotiation and the seal of the marriage. The communication is 
done both verbally and non-verbally. In time past, the father of the maiden looked forward to the bride-wealth and 
ties whatever he gets from it to a project. Presently, a token is paid as bride-wealth to seal the marital relationship. 
For the Igbo, the bride-wealth is what gives a woman prestige in her marital home and what is paid depends on 
the agreement of the town of the maiden and not necessarily on her qualifications. In a situation where the marriage 
failed, it is the return of the exact money paid as bride-wealth to the bride’s family that marks the end of the marital 
union. The study concludes that the Igbo attach high value to marriage, hence the involvement of the two families 
in the negotiation and the sealing of the relationship with a bride-wealth. They do not in any way see the payment 
of bride-wealth as a market transaction, rather, as a prestigious tradition. Such understanding will go a long way 
in correcting the misconception of some folks on the concept of bride-wealth. 
Keywords: marriage, bride-wealth, negotiation, market transaction, ancestral spirits 

Résumé 
Des féministes sont d’avis que lorsqu’on verse une somme pour la dot dans le mariage, cela réduit les femmes 
mariées à des marchandises vendues sur le marché.  Par ailleurs, certains hommes mariés réagissent face à la 
moindre provocation mineure en disant « nwaanyị m ji ego m nụta » (une femme que j'ai épousée avec Mon 
argent).  L'attitude des deux sexes à l'égard de la valeur matérielle de la mariée est la motivation de cette étude 
qui se propose d'étudier la tendance du discours sur la valeur matérielle de la mariée. L’étude a pour but 
d'examiner la tendance du discours sur le paiement de la dot entre les familles de la jeune fille qui est sur le point 
d'être donnée en mariage et celle du mari qui cherche à obtenir sa main en mariage, en vue de découvrir les 
principales personnes impliquées dans l'interaction, la ou les raison(s) derrière le paiement de la dot, la dot payée 
pour les différentes catégories de femmes, et la différence entre le paiement de la dot dans le passé et aujourd'hui. 
Cinq villes dans les zones de gouvernement local d'Idemili et de Nnewi, toutes deux dans l'État d'Anambra, ont 
été choisies pour la recherche.  Une méthode mixte a été utilisée pour recueillir les données. Les résultats révèlent 
que des relations très proches des familles de la future mariée et du futur marié sont impliquées dans le discours. 
Des bâtons avec des étiquettes représentant une certaine somme d'argent sont utilisés dans la négociation. Les 
bâtons sont maintenus sur le sol afin que les esprits ancestraux soient témoins de la négociation et du sceau du 
mariage. La communication se fait à la fois verbalement et non verbalement. Autrefois, le père de la jeune fille 
attendait avec impatience la fortune de la mariée et liait ce qu'il en tirait à un projet. Aujourd'hui, un jeton est 
versé comme dot pour sceller la relation conjugale. Pour les Igbos, la dot est ce qui donne à une femme du prestige 
dans son foyer conjugal et ce qui est payé dépend de l'accord de la ville de la jeune fille, et pas nécessairement de 
ses qualifications. Dans une situation où le mariage a échoué, c'est le retour à la famille de la mariée de l'argent 
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exact versé comme dot à la mariée qui marque la fin de l'union conjugale. L'étude conclut que les Igbos attachent 
une grande valeur au mariage d’où l'implication des deux familles dans la négociation et le scellement de la 
relation par une dot. Ils ne considèrent en aucun cas le versement de la dot comme une transaction commerciale, 
mais plutôt comme une tradition prestigieuse. Une telle compréhension contribuera grandement à corriger les 
fausses idées que certaines se font sur le concept de la dot. 
Mots clés : mariage, valeur matérielle de la mariée, négociation, transaction commerciale, esprits ancestraux 

INTRODUCTION 

Marriage means different things to different people hence ; Kottak (2002 : 214) asserts that ‘No 
definition of marriage is broad enough to apply easily to all societies and situations.’ This study 
has to do with the Igbo ; therefore, marriage will be defined as it applies to the Igbo society.   
Marriage is the joining of a man and a girl child or woman, their families, kindred and in some 
cases, their communities. Okafor is cited by Ibekwe (2017) as noting that “in Igbo society, two 
persons do not marry ; two families do. By their very nature, Igbo marriages are a community 
affair.” Anedo & Anedo (2017) lend credence to the above statement thus : 

“Contraction of marriage between a man and a woman is not the business of the two persons alone 
but the business of families of parties, their friends and kindred…once the marriage is consummated, 
the lady so married is not owned only by the man she is married to but by the entire family and 
relations of the man. She is therefore called nwunye m (my wife) by everyone from the man’s 
extended family. She belongs alone to the man only on bed…all the persons from the extended 
family of the bride, call the man, ogo m (my in-law)” (Anedo & Anedo, ibid.: 70). 

The above excerpt describes the marriage relationship among the Igbo. Marriage is a way of 
establishing a relationship between two parties. There are some things that must be put in place 
before the consummation of marriage. One of such is the payment of bride-wealth. Bride-wealth 
is very vital in every marriage among the Igbo. Observation shows that there are some 
controversies on the issue of the payment of bride-wealth. While some men see it as a way to 
boost their ego that they paid to have their wives, some feminists frown seriously at it, objecting 
that it is tantamount to objectifying women and considering them as commodities to be sold in 
the market. Ezeifeka (2016) whose work is on gender stereotypes in selected Igbo idioms, notes 
that:  

“Some idiomatic expressions construct the conceptual frame of WOMAN AS COMMODITY for 
trade and MAN AS BUYER. This mercantile metaphor is hinged on the customary bride price paid 
on the head of a woman by her betrothed before she is given out in marriage. Thus, the woman as a 
commodity displayed in a market represents, as soon as she is bought and paid for, the source of 
wealth to her father’s house. This transaction equally signifies loss of wealth for her would-be 
husband. The amount of bride price determines the worth of the bride…This mercantile act is 
transacted and a compromise reached in the price to be paid. This transaction is called… Ika akirika 
or iru aku nwaanyi ‘canvassing for price” (Ezeifeka, ibid.: 160). 

The salient points from the above excerpt include : ‘customary bride price’, ‘woman as 
commodity’, ‘woman as a source of wealth to her father’s house’, ‘loss of wealth for her would-
be husband’, and ‘amount of bride price determines the worth of the bride’. The above points 
and the day- to-day observations of some other feminists which center on bride-wealth serve as 
motivation for this study.  
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METHODOLOGY 

Data for this study was collected through a mixed method. The researcher is a woman. Among 
the Igbo, women are not permitted to be part of bride-wealth negotiation. It is based on this 
premise that the researcher sought the assistance of five males who recorded at different times, 
the bride-wealth negotiations in five communities in Idemili and Nnewi local government areas. 
The communities include : Alor and Nnobi in Idemili South, Nkpor and Abatete in Idemili 
North, and Nnewi, the only town in Nnewi North. The recorded messages which were in Igbo, 
were listened to, written down and transcribed into the English language. The research 
assistants who were eye witnesses at the functions explained paralinguistic parts which were 
not part of their recordings to the researcher for a clearer understanding of the interactions.  
Observation from the data shows that but for dialectal differences, the process of negotiation is 
same in the selected areas, hence, the researcher’s decision to use only two of the recordings 
for illustration in the study. 

Additionally, the researcher interviewed elders and leaders from different kindreds, to find out 
the reasons behind the payment of bride-wealth, the people involved in the bargain, if the 
academic qualifications of the maiden or her beauty are contributory factors on the bride-wealth 
to be paid, and the difference between the payment of bride-wealth in time past and at present. 
All these form the data for this study. 

MARRIAGE AND BRIDE-WEALTH AMONG THE IGBO 

Marriage among the Igbo as stated earlier is the joining of two families, kindreds and in some 
cases, communities. No father pays attention to a suitor who visits in the company of friends. 
The Igbo tradition is that a suitor must come with few close relatives to disclose his intentions. 
On the part of the maiden, her close relatives must also be involved at every stage of the marital 
process. This is because a child/adult belongs to the community and they have to be involved 
at every stage of the person’s development.  The tradition of communal involvement in 
marriage is still upheld by the Igbo. Additionally, one giving out his daughter in marriage is a 
way of extending his linage, therefore the need for both families to be involved and serve as 
witnesses. 

On the issue of bride-wealth which is the focus of this study, interviewees reveal that bride-
wealth serves as a seal for marriage. It is a token of compensation and commitment to the family 
of the bride-to-be in order to show that their daughter has value. To the Igbo, ihe a kpatara 
n’akụkụ ite na-ana n’akụkụ ọnụ ‘whatever is scratched up from the side of the pot ends up at 
the side of the mouth’. The maxim implies that one has no value for what one gets very cheaply. 
It is based on a show of commitment and respect for marital unions that the Igbo pay the bride-
wealth. The Igbo pay bride-wealth and not bride price. Kottak (2002) differentiates between 
bride-wealth and bride price when he notes that bride-wealth is :  

“A customary gift before, at, or after the marriage from the husband and his kin to the wife and her 
kin. Another word for bridewealth is bride price, but the term is inaccurate because people with the 
custom don’t usually regard the exchange as a sale. They don’t think of marriage as a commercial 
relationship between a man and an object that can be bought and sold” (Kottak, ibid. : 225). 
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Continuing, Kottak explains that bride-wealth compensates the bride’s group for the loss of her 
companionship and labour. It makes the children born to the woman full members of her 
husband’s descent group. He further elucidates that dowry is a marital exchange in which the 
wife’s group provides substantial gifts to the husband’s family. The above explanation is very 
beneficial to this work as people most often interchange bride-wealth with bride price and 
dowry. The amount and procedure for the payment of bride-wealth differ from one community 
to another among the Igbo but one thing that is common is that the Igbo pay the bride-wealth 
before or at the marriage ceremony but not after it. 

 In time past, if a man performs every other marriage ceremony but leaves out the 
payment of bride-wealth, the relationship is considered as friendship. Most often, a child born 
under such union belongs to the ancestral home of the woman. To the Igbo, a friend does not 
have the ownership of a child, hence, the saying : ọyị ekete nwa ‘a friend does not have 
ownership of a child’. This to say that no matter how open the friendship between a man and a 
woman is, if the man impregnates the woman without paying her bride-wealth, he does not have 
ownership of the child. The child belongs to the woman’s parents. In the traditional Igbo 
society, a bride-wealth is not paid for a pregnant woman. This is based on the belief that a 
groom cannot pay the bride-wealth of two persons at a time peradventure, the baby turns out to 
be a girl. One cannot also pay for another’s obi ‘out house’, in case, the baby turns out to be a 
boy who will inherit an obi. The groom to be is often asked to wait till the baby is born. In a 
situation where a bride-wealth must be paid for a pregnant woman for some reason, like a 
childless couple seeking the hand of such in marriage so as to have a child ; the two parties 
involved in the negotiation assume that they did not know or see the pregnancy, based on the 
fact that the major reason for such marriage is very clear to all involved. The negotiation is 
equally done very briefly. 

The condition of ownership of a child outside the payment of bride-wealth is no longer as strict 
as it used to be. Interviewees reveal that presently, there have been cases of some grooms who 
were handed back the child(ren) they had with their would-be bride after the bride-wealth was 
paid. This is not to say that it is an Igbo custom. It only has to do with some lapses and the 
unfavourable economic situation in the society.  

During the pre-colonial era, a father looked forward to his daughter’s bride-wealth, which was 
usually paid in cowries. It took able-bodied men to carry the bags of cowries to their would-be 
in-law’s house. It sometimes takes days to count the cowries. The father of the bride-to- be 
usually ties the bride-wealth to a project which may be his taking a title or his using it to train 
his sons who will propagate his family.  The first names given to female children at the said 
time drive home the point. Such names include : Akụabịa (wealth has come) and Ndalụaka (let 
me be favoured with wealth) (see Oyeka,2018). Despite the heavy bags of cowries and the 
project(s) tied to it, interviewees still maintained that customarily, the payment of a bride-
wealth even at the said time, was not a market transaction ; rather, it served as a compensation 
to the family that gave out their daughter in marriage. 

 Highlighting the importance of bride-wealth among the Igbo, Ikonne (2015) avers 
that:“Many young females were given out to wealthy old men as settlement for debts… The 
reality that no formal dowry was paid on the women earned them perpetual humiliation from 
both husbands and co-wives as they were taunted with the fact occasionally.” (Ikonne, ibid.: 3) 
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The above excerpt shows that bride-wealth is a mark of honour and seal for every marriage 
among the Igbo. Judging from the excerpt, it is clear that women who find themselves in the 
described situation are ridiculed despite the fact that the society knows that the young women’s 
bride-wealth was paid indirectly, that is, the father of the maidens and their husbands came to 
terms that the debt owed serve as their bride-wealth. The way such marriages are contracted is 
not forgotten in a haste as the name Ụgwọakụ ‘settlement for debt’ which is sometimes given 
to a girl child born from such union, always reminds the society of the marital story of her 
parents. It must be noted that the above situation was in pre-colonial era. It is no longer 
practiced. 

The procedure for the payment of the bride-wealth, according to interviewees remains the same. 
Very close family members of the two parties -bride and groom- are involved in it. The two 
families take their time to select their representatives based on the fact that the discourse 
requires great tact (see Nzeakor, 1976). In a situation where either of the parties do not have 
good orators, they look for one. The process follows when the bride-to-be and the groom 
seeking for her hand in marriage had done other necessary things, like making enquiries to see 
that they are not relations, asking questions to find out things about their linages and many 
others and have agreed that the two can be joined together as husband and wife.  

The father of the girl about to be given out in marriage is usually informed on time by the 
middleman on the day his proposed in-laws will visit for the payment of bride-wealth, for 
everything that concerns the bride-wealth is done in the bride-to-be’s family. Presently, it is 
most often done on the day of the traditional marriage. The girl’s father sends messages to his 
relatives so that they will come to his house to either witness or join in the negotiation of the 
bride-wealth. On the part of the man, the relations are told but only few, who will join in the 
negotiation, are expected to go to the would-be-in-law’s house. Other relations, depending on 
the village, give little token of support to the man that is getting married. For the Igbo, nwa bu 
nwa oha ‘a child belongs to everybody’. This is to say that the man who is getting married 
belongs to all and not exclusively to his parents ; hence, the support for the good thing he is 
about doing. 

One striking thing is that in all Igbo communities, no woman is involved in the bride-wealth 
negotiation. The reason as the interviewees revealed is that such involvement might bring 
disharmony among women, as one may see herself as more valuable than the other, hence, the 
higher bride-wealth that was paid on her head. Such competition is unhealthy for the society at 
large. It is based on the above reason that the bride-wealth negotiation is not done in an open 
place and most elders disallow video coverage of the negotiation. The amount of money to be 
paid as bride-wealth in some communities is also fixed that no one exceeds that no matter the 
qualifications of the lady or how rich the suitor is. The suitor may showcase his wealth in the 
ịgba nkwụ ‘wine carrying’ ceremony but not in bride-wealth settlement.  

On the other hand, the father of the bride-to-be, the groom-to-be and his father, are not allowed 
to take part in the negotiation process. They are represented by their relations. The reason 
behind someone representing them in the negotiation is that the society would not want them 
to take matters personally or be emotional during the negotiation process thereby reacting 
wrongly. The relations of the father of the bride-to-be represent him during the negotiation. 
They consult him when they need clarifications on any issue. The groom-to-be gives his trusted 
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relation some money that will cover the bride-wealth when the negotiation is over. In some 
occasions, the groom’s father takes up the payment of the bride-wealth by giving enough money 
to whoever that will represent him in the negotiation. The society sees the groom-to-be as not 
fully matured to take care of a wife, hence, the involvement of his older relations.  The family 
of the groom sees their son/brother’s marriage as inutara ya nwaanyi ‘to marry a wife for him’. 
This is based on the fact that they consider their son to be inexperienced in marital union thereby 
the need to be guided by the older and more experienced close relations.  

Broom sticks, palm nuts or goat droppings, each representing certain amount of money is used 
in the negotiation (see Ogbalu, 1974 ; Ubesie, 1978 ; Orji, 1999 & Ofomata,2012). Whichever 
one that is chosen is usually kept on the ground during the negotiation process. The reason is 
to have the ancestral spirits as witnesses to the seal of marriage.  Based on the fact that the 
negotiation is not a market transaction, both parties do not mention the subject of their 
discussion during negotiation but they still focus on it in a very relaxed mood. It was also 
gathered that the bride-to- be is usually referred to by different metaphors such as ụdara ọma 
‘beautiful local apple’, asa ‘beautiful species of fish’, akwụ chara acha ‘ripe palm fruit’. 
Among the Igbo, an apple is more than a delicious fruit. The local apple is not only beautiful to 
behold, but it symbolizes fruitfulness. Fish is a delicacy most people love but the specie called 
asa is not only beautiful but very tasty. Every part of ripe palm fruit is useful to the Igbo. The 
palm fruit is either cooked, roasted or used to prepare palm oil used for sundry purposes. Hardly 
do the Igbo cook without palm oil.  The fiber and kernel left when the juice must have been 
extracted are equally used for sundry purposes.  Interviewees explained that it is based on the 
beauty and usefulness of the above things that they are used to refer to the maiden whose hand 
is being sought in marriage. They also avoid mentioning her name so that it will not appear like 
a buying and selling transaction. To the suitors, it is something good which they saw that they 
came to plead for, so that the good thing will extend to their own family. 

 During the negotiation, certain things are fixed, which include the money for the 
kindred. It is only the money that will be given to the bride’s father that is negotiable. 
Interviewees explained that the amount is not fixed but every town has an idea of what a suitor 
should not exceed in their community. Despite this knowledge, no suitor comes and drops the 
bride-wealth, takes the bride and goes home. A negotiation must take place and most often, in 
a relaxed mood. The reason is to make it clear that it is not a market transaction that one 
hurriedly prices an item, pays for it and takes it home. It is usually stretched so as to let the 
couple know that the union is not something very easy that they will go into it today and dissolve 
it the next day.  It is also drummed into their individual ears that any day they think of divorce, 
that they will go through the same rigorous process to tell their witnesses about their intention. 
It is believed that going through such rigours to get a divorce serves as a deterrent to having 
many divorce cases. 

The amount to be paid as bride-wealth as noted earlier, has nothing to do with the beauty or 
level of education of the bride- to- be. It is usually a token of commitment which acts as a seal 
for the marriage. To the society, no amount of bride-wealth can suffice for the training of a 
daughter, not to think of the vacuum her absence will create in her father’s house and the 
kindred as a whole. A woman is given out in marriage just to propagate the human race. It was 
also gathered that the amount to be paid as the bride-wealth is hardly a hindrance to the marriage 
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relationship once every other thing is in place (see Osuagwu,1979). Buttressing the point 
further, interviewees note that no matter how long the negotiation drags, no suitor pays 
completely, the amount agreed on, no matter how rich or poor his family is. They must remove 
some money from what was agreed on. The Igbo has it that anaghị anụcha nwaanyị anụcha 
‘you can never finish the procedure of marrying a woman’. The maxim implies that a marital 
union is an establishment of a relationship between two families or kindred and not an ordinary 
transaction that one starts and finishes same day. The father of the bride sometimes gives back 
part of the bride-wealth to his in-laws in the name of lending them some money. Most borrowers 
pay back with interest. The reason behind ‘the lending’ is to let the in-laws/ groom’s family 
know what is expected of them, which is commitment to the marital institution, so as to have 
an interest to return. The interest might be in form of payment of visits to the bride’s family 
especially during festive periods. It might also come in form of extending the bride’s father’s 
branch through the grandchildren that will come through the marital union. 

Negotiation is done in a peaceful and joyful way. Ubesie (1978 : 44) explains that ‘‘Na mmadụ 
buuru mmanya jewe n’ezinaụlọ ka e kesị ya nwanyị gosiri na ọ na-akpọ ha ezigbo aha…’’. 
(That someone carries drinks to a family to marry their daughter shows that he has goodwill 
for them.) It is based on the goodwill that good spokesmen are chosen for the interaction. The 
spokesmen have supporters and witnesses. The major work of the supporters is to call their 
spokesman to order whenever he makes a mistake. This is usually done by telling the 
spokesman either of the following : gbue ijiji bere gi n’ụkwụ ‘kill the fly on your leg’ or ‘tụtụta 
ihe dara n’ala ‘pick something that fell to the floor’. Once a spokesman hears that, he 
understands that there is a need for him to readjust. The mistake often comes when it appears 
that the in-laws to be are making great demands during the negotiation. It requires tact to 
understand that such demands serve as an endurance test. It is also a way of telling the suitors 
that the bride-to-be is very valuable to her family. It takes a well- informed spokesman to act 
very wisely by showing very clearly that they, the suitors, are very serious in their demand for 
the girl’s hand in marriage. The spokesman knows when to plead and how to break one of the 
broom sticks used for negotiation severally whenever they are asked to add something to the 
token they are presenting. For instance, if a stick stands for one thousand naira, a good 
spokesman may break it into three and add one part each time his group is asked to top their 
token. This, he may do severally in the name of addition. Based on the fact that bride-wealth 
negotiation is taken to be a great task, part of the money paid as bride-wealth is shared among 
those who joined in the negotiation. Interviewees object seriously to the emerging trends among 
some Christians, who return completely or decline the bride-wealth of their daughters. To them, 
those who practice such are not conversant with the tradition of the Igbo. Bride-wealth is a 
token of commitment for the marital institution and it is the exact amount paid for it that is 
returned if the marriage fails.   

The settlement of bride-wealth is usually announced with great joy to other relations who were 
not part of the negotiation. It is at that point that the bride is handed over to the oldest man from 
the husband’s family to take good care of her. It is from that point that they can claim that they 
have got a wife for their son thereby calling her nwunye anyị “our wife”. Other ceremonies 
follow at this point. 
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DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS 
DATA 1 
Here, the discourse on bride-wealth negotiation is carefully presented. Two families are 
involved in the discourse –the bride-to-be’s and the groom-to-be’s. Group A is used to represent 
the bride-to-be’s family, while Group B stands for the groom’s family. 

Group A:  Ndị be ayị, nnọọnụ  1. 
         (Our people, you are welcome) 
Group B:  Daalụnụ    2. 
                   (Thank you) 

        (Exchange of greetings- handshakes and embraces) 
Group A:  Nnọọnụ…Kedụkwanụ ka unu si bịa? 3. 
         (Welcome…How did you come?) 
Group B: Eeeeemh … (clears throat, picks and drops some broom sticks which were 
already provided by Group A on the ground before them).          4.   
Group A: (Gụọ ya ọnụ) Daalụnụ, nnọọnụ…ụzọ a, a ya-agakwịa aga? Ọ bụ ụzọ nkụ? 5. 
((Counted them) Thank you, welcome… are we really going to pass this road? Is   it the one that 
leads to the bush?)  
Group B:   Mbanụ …ọọ ije mmili…  6. 
                  (No…it is the path to the stream…) 
Group A:   (Gụọ ya ọnụ) Unu nwara mana m…  7. 

     ((Counted them) You tried but errm …) 
Group B:  Ka ayị je chikwuọ isi pụta  8. 
(Let us consult and come back)- They moved to a corner, did some consultations     and added 
some sticks to ones earlier presented and placed them on the ground before Group A. 
Group A: (Gụọ ya ọnụ) Unu anwaka…lerukenenụ Ada ayị anya…Ọ chapụlụ achapụ. 9.  
((Counted them) You tried very well…look closely at our daughter…she is very    presentable) 
Group B:   Humus…ije ebihọnanụ….  10. 
       (Hesitation…the journey has not ended…) 
Group A:   Nke ahụ doro anya mana unu ya-ewenitekwunu aka…o jebeghị eje. 11. 
(That is clear but you have to raise your hand higher-add more- it is still a long way to go) 
Group B:   Ngwanụ, ka ayị gbaa izu bịa  12. 
(Let us consult and come back)- They moved to a corner, did some consultations and added some 
sticks to one earlier presented and placed on the ground before Group A. 
Group A:   (Gụọ ya ọnụ) Daalụnụ. Unu agbanịka ma unu lezugodu Akwaugo unu bịara 
maka ya anya. Unu amakwọ na ọ gụchaara akwụkwọ gụọ ma Yunivasiti? 13.  
(Thank you. You tried very much but look admirably at the eagle’s egg you came for. Do you not 
know that she studied to the extent of attending a University?) 
Group B:  Ọọ ko o si me mana ọkwọnụ ka aka ha ogori ka ọ na-atụkwasa di ya 14. 
(That is the way it is but the length of a woman’s hand determines where she places it on her 
husband) 
Group A:  Onye nelụ unu anya ma na unu karịrị ya…ọbara na ndụ juru unu ahụ 15. 
(Whoever looks at you knows that you are more than it…you are still full of blood and life) 
Group B:  Ọ bụhọkwọnụ na e yi akwa…ọọ ka ọbara ha ayị n’ahụ ka ayị na-agba. 16. 
(It is not about the clothes we are putting on…we are bleeding as much blood as we have in our 
bodies) 
Group A:  Ihe unu kwuru dị mma. Ka ayị baa uno pụta  17. 
(What you said is good. Let us enter the house and come out (did some consultations)). 
Group A:  Unu nwakwọrọ mana unu kpakwuzie ya obele aka 18. 
      (You really tried but it needs a small touch)   
Group B:  Ayị na-echekwọ na one ayị mere dị mma...nwa ayị nwoke ka bụ nwata…ayị wee  
      bịa ịyọrọ unu nwaanyị…o nweghị onye ya-emegbu ibie…ọọ ije mmili…19. 
(We feel that what we have done is good…our son is still a child…we came to plead that you 
give us your daughter…none will maltreat the other…it is a path to the stream…) 
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Group A:    Okwu unu dị mma. Daalụnụ.  20. 
             (You spoke well. Thank you) 

 
The above conversation shows that the negotiation was done in a very relaxed mood. The bride-
to-be’s family welcomed their visitors. Welcoming guests and exchanging greetings with them 
is in line with Igbo tradition. The second welcome said by Group A in their second statement 
was a way to make their visitors relax for the business of the day. The greeting was followed 
by a hesitation which was also a way of making the visitors relax and adjust themselves for 
their engagement. A question on how they came followed (line 3), when the spokesman of 
Group A was sure that their visitors were very ready for the purpose of their meeting. To a 
layman, the question- Kedụkwanụ ka unu si bịa ? How did you come ? - means the route they 
followed to their destination. In this context, it stands for the token they brought for the sealing 
of the marriage. Both parties understand the maxim, hence, the action from Group B in line 4. 
The clearing of throats from Group B’s representative was more of a way of drawing attention 
to what he was about doing- dropping the sticks, which stands for the token they came with. 
The figurative response from Group A to Group B’s presentation in line five shows that Group 
B fell very much below expectation. For the Igbo, the path to the bush is thorny and the wood 
in the bush will eventually finish and the path closed. The opposite is the path to the stream, 
people always need water, hence, the path to the stream is always busy. The response from 
Group B, in line six, which is that the journey is a path to the stream, shows that they need a 
lasting relationship. All they mean is that they were very ready not just for the bride, but in 
maintaining the marital relationship according to Igbo custom. Both parties used figurative 
sentences to show the seriousness of their discussion. From the tone of the response in line 
`seven, the suitors already knew what to do, hence, the reason for their excusing themselves to 
consult with one another.  They added something to the token they presented earlier. The 
response from Group A, in line nine shows that Group B tried but have not reached the 
expectation from them. The answer from Group B in line ten shows that they are conversant 
with tradition. The journey, to them, had just started and there will always be room for 
improvement.  

Despite the response, Group A maintained their stand in line eleven by agreeing that though 
they tried ; they have not really done much compared to what is expected of them. On this, 
Group B decided to do some consultation, added something to what they presented earlier. 
Group A notes that they tried but this time praised their daughter’s beauty and academic 
qualification, thereby telling the suitors that they needed to do more. The suitors agreed with 
Group A and gently employed a proverb to point out that they did the much they could in line 
fourteen.  Group A subtly insisted by responding proverbially that they were more than their 
claims by their appearances. The suitors responded with a proverb, and still pleaded that they 
should forget about their looks, that they only did the much they could. Group A did not drag 
further, they rather did their own consultation and from their tone in line eighteen, which 
followed immediately after the consultation, it shows that the suitors tried. The explanations, 
plea and the promise from the suitors in line nineteen was very satisfactory to the bride-to-be’s 
family, hence, their are accepting their suitors’ presentation with thanks. Observed in the 
conversation are the humility of the suitors, the use of proverbs to drive home some points and 
the peaceful way the negotiation was done. 
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DATA 2 
Here, the second data is presented. Just like in the first data, Groups A & B are used to represent 
the two families involved in the discourse. While Group A represents the bride-to-be’s family, 
Group B represents the groom to-be’s family. 

Group A:  Ndị ọbịa anyị nnọọnụ 1. 
             (Our visitors welcome) 
Group B:    Daalụnụ   2. 
            (Thank you) 
Group A:     Um umumumumuu…nnọọnụ. Unu nee anya, nke a bụ nne ego, nke a bụ nne eghu 

na agbọghọ eghu, nke a, ụdala na ọjị  3. 
(Clearing of throat…welcome. When you look, this is the mother (major) of the money, this one 
is for a mature she goat and a tender she oat; this, local apple and iroko (dropping the broom 
sticks for each on the ground for the visitors) 
Group B:     Daalụnụ. Ka anyị bịa. 4. 
(Thank you. We will be back) (They do some consultations, removed some sticks and returned 
the much they would want to part with). 
Group A: (Gụọ ya ọnụ) Unu anwaka. Unu anwaka nnọọ. Ụkwụ a Nama ji aga, ọ ya-ejikwịa lu  
        Ọka? 5. 
       (Count it) You tried. You really tried. Will the cow reach Awka at this speed?) 
Group B:    O lusigo eluo. Unu na-ekwu ka m setịkwuo ụkwụ? 6. 

       It has already reached. Are you saying that I should increase my speed?) 
Group A:    Ọọyanụ!  7. 
         (That is it!) (Adding more sticks and dropping on the ground for them) 
Group B:    Ka ayị pụta 8. 
        (We will be back) (Added more sticks and returned to them) 
Group A: (Gụọ ya ọnụ) Ihe unu gwuruna bụ adaụmị. Unu egwuhọna nke bụ ụmị. Mmili na- 
        ebugodu uzo baa n’adaụmị tupu ọ baba na nke bụ ụmị. Ngwa, onyeụkụ…(ọchị) 9. 
(What you have dug is a small pond that connects to the well. You have not dug the well yet. 
Water enters the pond before the well. Now, the middleman…(laughter)) 
Group B:    Ka ayị gbaa izu pụta 10 
         (Let us consult and come back) (Adds more sticks and returns to them) 
Group A: (Gụọ ya ọnụ) Ndị ọgọ, ayị, ekeleenụ. Unu gbọrọ ihe ewu na-eri. Unu egwugo ụmị  
kama na unu agwọhọnịa agwọ. Ọ bụlụ na a gwọọ ụmị agwọọ, mmili baa nịa mhụụ…11. 
(Count it.) Our in-laws, greetings, you really tried. you have dug the well, but you have not 
cleared it of silt. When you clear the silt, the water flows in easily)   
Group B:    Ayị agbanịgokwanụ. Unu achọzịlị (onu mmadụ ọzọ - diayi, gbuo ijiji…) 12. 
         (We have really tried. Do you (interruption- Mr. kill the fly…) 
Group A:    Mbanụ, ayị aya egbu onye ayị ya-eso kwa? Wetekwuonu mmanya ka ayị na-aṅụ wee  
       ne-eche ha. 13. 
(No, we will not kill a person whose funeral we will participate in…bring more      drinks so that 
we will be drinking as we wait for them) 
Group B:   Ayị egwugokwọ ụmị, machie ya, gwọọ ya ma ọgwụgwọ 14. 
(We have dug the well, covered it and have equally cleared the inside of silt (so that it    retains 
water) 
Group A:   Unu gbanịli hinne kama jisikwuonu ike, ije nwaanyị bụ ezigbo ihe. Ije unu bịara be   
anyị, unu ga-ejeta ya ihe. Leruonu nwaanyị any ị na-akpọnye unu anya, ọọ nwa a zụrụ nkeọma, 
bụrụkwa nwa ya-emepere unu ụzọ na be unu ma ọ bata. 15. 
(You tried very well but try more; getting a wife is a good thing. You will surely gain by your 
coming to our house. Look very well at our child we are giving to you, she is well trained, and 
will bring you good when she enters your house) 
Group B:   Ọọ koo o si dị mana ayị agbagokwọnụ ọbara one ike kwere ayị. Unu ma na ije  
       nwaanyị anaghị ebi otu ubọsị  16. 
(That is exactly the way it is but we have bled according to our strength. You know   that the 
marital journey does not end in a day). 
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Group A:  Ọọ ihe mere eme mana unu ga-akpakwuzi aka o wee dịka a na-eme. 17. 
(That is the way it is but you have to touch/increase it a little so that it appears that we   are 
trying) 
Group B:  Ka ayị pụta (Ha gbaa izu, tinyekwuo osisi na nke ha nyeburu wee weghachi) 18. 

    (We will be back) (Consults, adds more sticks and returns to them) 
Group A: (Gụọ ya ọnụ) Unu gbanịrị. Ayị ga-ejidegodu ya one a ma unu chetakwa na ije ayị na 

     unu abụrụla ije ọgọ  20. 
 (Count it) (You tried. We will hold this one but remember that our relationship   with    you is 
that of in-laws) 

 
The first and second lines of the above data are the exchange of greetings which is in line with 
the Igbo tradition. In the third line, the representative of Group A cleared his throat just to get 
everyone’s attention, greeted and moved straight to say what they expect from their visitors. In 
his presentation, mother of the money, the goats, iroko and local apple are symbolic. They 
represent what the suitors are expected to do for their in-law to be and his kinsmen. The most 
important of all, mother of the money, stands for the bride-wealth. The response from Group B 
in line four shows that they understood the tradition. In line five, though Group A thanked their 
visitors, they did not hesitate to put it figuratively to them that they fell very much below 
expectation. Group B employs an idiomatic expression in their response in line six to show that 
they were determined to do the needful in order to achieve their goal, which is getting a wife 
for their son. Lines seven and eight show a good understanding between the two groups. Group 
A still employed an illusion of water collectors to drive home their point in line nine, by stating 
that though Group B tried, all they had done was just a preparation for the major water collector. 
The action of Group B shows that they really had need for what they came for, hence their 
consulting and adding more to the token they presented earlier. As shown in the eleventh line, 
Group A still spoke figuratively by acknowledging that Group B has really dug the well but it 
remained clearing the inside very well so that it will collect water maximally. Group B’s 
response in line twelve which was ended with ellipses shows that they felt they have tried. 
Actually, Group B’s spokesman was interrupted by a kinsman because the beginning of his 
response shows someone who was almost disgusted by the demands of Group A. His kinsmen 
understand the tradition and the consequence of harsh response, hence, an interruption from 
one of them. The response of Group A in line thirteen shows clearly that they understood the 
incomplete statement from Group B. Their response equally shows that they meant no harm for 
Group B. They brought down the tempo that was about to rise by their demands. Their request 
for more drinks while they wait for Group B shows Group B that a little addition was still 
needed from them. Group B did the needful by adding to what they earlier presented. They 
claimed also that they had done everything as their comment in line fifteen suggests. It was 
their claim that led to more demands from Group A, highlighting what qualities their daughter 
has. Moreover, it is not for visitors to examine and score themselves in another man’s family 
where they had gone to make a request. Group B understood the game, hence, their admitting 
and explaining that the marital journey does not end in a day as expressed in line fifteen. Group 
A, in line seventeen admitted to the explanation but subtly insisted that a little thing be added 
to the last presented token. Group B responded by doing so. Although Group A accepted their 
presentation, they indirectly reminded Group B, their in-laws, that much is still expected of 
them as in-laws. 
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DISCUSSION 

Data reveal that both conversations were done in relaxed moods. Such mood is unlikely in a 
market transaction. Considering the duration of the negotiation, number of people involved in 
it, the use of symbols to represent money and figurative expressions used in the conversation, 
one cannot but submit that it is not a market transaction. In the first data, the in-laws were the 
ones that presented the token they wished to part with while reverse was the case in the second 
data. It is very clear from the conversation that it is the bride to-be’s family that dictates the 
tune. Throughout the conversations in the presented data, the groom to-be’s representatives 
marked their speeches with humility and plea, which showed how important their mission was 
to them. Such is not always the case in a market transaction.  

Market transactions are marked with market survey and pricing from one shop to another. No 
matter how cheap a seller sells his commodity, it does not give room for 100% loyalty from the 
buyer. This is to say that a buyer has no serious commitment with the seller. Reverse is the case 
in marriage. A groom has special commitment to his in-laws both in life and in death. He is like 
an adopted son to the family. He visits them to see how they are faring especially in festive 
seasons. He equally takes part in the preparation for a befitting burial for the parents –in-law or 
their very close relatives whenever they die. Every market transaction has both the buyers’ and 
sellers’ direct involvement but such is not the case in marriage. All the bride and groom and 
their immediate families need do is to agree to the establishment of the marital union. The bride, 
groom and their parents are absent during the bride-wealth negotiation. 

In market transactions, no well-informed seller sells below his cost price. In bride-wealth 
payment, no father checks the cost of training his daughter ; the amount to be paid is sometimes 
fixed either by the Government or the community and people hardly exceed the amount fixed 
by the community so as to avoid sanctions. Most communities in the research area do not accept 
anything more than thirty thousand Naira for bride-wealth. Such an amount is nothing near 
what is spent in the first month of a child’s life. Another side to it is that even when the 
negotiation is over, the bride-wealth is not paid completely. The bride’s father most times gives 
some money back to the groom’s family from that little that he was given. This is a way to 
prove that he did not look up to the bride-wealth as a way of enriching himself. It should be 
noted that most often, the bride-wealth is paid on the day of wine carrying when both parties 
must have invited their guests and done some money consuming preparations. They spend in 
such preparations because they have an understanding that the payment of bride-wealth which 
is the first and major thing before wine carrying is not a market transaction which may or may 
not work out well.  

Most things bought from the market are bought for personal usage unless otherwise indicated. 
The purpose of bride-wealth and marriage is completely different. It is an approved way for 
procreation. The acceptance of a token after the negotiation is just an indirect way of letting the 
bride know that she is precious and valuable to her father’s house and therefore not just released 
freely to the man that indicated interest in marrying her. It is also a proof to the society that the 
bride is well cultured and did not run after the man or elope with him. It is based on this that 
the Igbo say that Akirika bu ugwu nwaanyi ‘a woman’s bride-wealth is her pride’. In other 
words, the payment of bride-wealth is an indirect way of announcing to the community that a 
girl has been culturally given out in marriage. A lady whose bride-wealth was not paid has no 
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prestige among the Igbo. On the other hand, it is a way of telling the groom that it was not easy 
for the bride’s family to let her go. More so, the man needs to part with something, that is, some 
money or wealth for the sake of the woman so that he will not treat her with contempt when 
they live together. 

The payment of bride-wealth is a very strong part of Igbo culture. Looking at the purpose behind 
it and the processes involved in the payment, one cannot but admit that it is not a market 
transaction. On the part of men who retort nwaanyị m ji ego m nụta ‘a woman I married with 
my money’, it is a gross remark by insecure men which needs no serious consideration. And if 
we must give it some thought, they really need to sit down, calculate what it takes to train a girl 
child in the first few years of her life not to think of what was invested in her till maturity and 
compare it with what they spent as her bride-wealth. They also need to check how easy it was 
for the bride to depart from a family she had been with for a good number of years, to another 
family which she has no idea of what she will meet. The man needs also to check the value that 
is attached to his life at marriage and the change of title that comes with it once they have a 
child, not to think of the grandchildren that follow with time. All these need to be put into 
consideration before any complaint from the man. Men need to consider the following 
explanation by Ogbalu (1981), that : ”Nwoke nwechaa ego, wuo ụlọ, mee ihe nile ndị ọzọ di 
iche ma ọ lụghị nwanyị, anaghị agụnye ya na mmadụ’” (when a man has money, builds a house, 
and does many other things but has no wife, he is not counted as a human being)”. (Ogbalu, 
ibid. : 23). 

It is based on the advantages of marriage that the Igbo count as nothing, whatever is spent in 
the process, hence the saying : Aku nwaayi bu ego e riri n’obiọcha ‘bride wealth is money spent 
with joy.’ A clearer understanding of the importance of the payment of bride-wealth will go a 
long way in making the youths understand and appreciate it better as part of Igbo culture. 

The token given to the bride-to-be’s father as bride-wealth is traditional and therefore should 
be seen and treated as such. It is simply a seal of marriage. The fact that the family of the groom 
do not pay everything agreed on as bride-wealth and the idea of the father of the bride returning 
sometimes, part of the money paid as bride-wealth to the groom’s family as a loan, further 
solidifies bride-wealth as a seal of marriage and not a market transaction. 

If things go wrong in the marital union, and the woman wants to opt out, her kinsmen must 
return the bride-wealth to the family of the husband. It takes much time to convince her family 
members to do that. The woman is often advised that di bụ ndidi ‘husband (marriage) is 
patience’. When she persists, she is told that nwayị majiri, o binwuo be di ya ‘when a woman 
packages herself well, she succeeds in her husband’s house’. The saying is an indirect way of 
telling her to readjust herself and make sure that the marriage works. 

On the part of the man, he is advised to look at his relatives and learn how to manage his home. 
If he persists, he is told that nwayị na-eme ka atụlụ ‘a woman behaves like a sheep’. Behaving 
like a sheep in this context has nothing to do with submissiveness, but stupidity. The message 
in the saying is this : if people still manage to rear sheep despite its stupidity, he, as a man can 
manage his wife. To the Igbo, ikwu amaghi, ibe ezi ya ‘when one does not know, his fellow 
teaches him.’ The man is equally advised to consider the stress of convincing his kinsmen into 
going through the process they did at the bride-wealth negotiation all over again for another 
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wife. The task is cumbersome. No matter how hard the groom tries, it might take much time to 
convince all to join him in getting another wife. This is because the entire society watches what 
goes on and divorce may ruin the name of the family, making people to cast aspersion on them, 
like- ha amaghị anụ nwayị ‘they do not know how to take care of a wife’. No family likes such 
stigma as it will make it difficult for them to get wives from their community. It is based on the 
above that every couple tries very hard to sort out their differences instead of seeking for divorce 
as a way out. It is only when they find it difficult resolving their differences after efforts from 
both families that close family relatives sort them out through divorce, which is marked by the 
lady’s family returning the exact amount paid as her bride-wealth. All these accounts for low 
divorce cases among the Igbo. 

CONCLUSION 

This study has tried to clear the ground that the payment of bride-wealth is not the buying of a 
commodity among the Igbo. On the side of the men, they need to understand that their in-laws 
did not sell their wives to them ; rather, they gave their daughters to them as blessings, to 
establish homes and procreate. There is no amount of bride-wealth that a man will pay to ‘buy’ 
a woman, considering the care given to her, from cradle to maturity. For the woman, the 
payment of bride-wealth signifies that she is precious to her people. It is also a way of 
announcing her marriage to her people and confirming to them that she did not elope with her 
husband. A good understanding of this aspect of Igbo marriage and the advantages attached to 
it will go a long way in helping the youths appreciate the bride-wealth payment. 
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